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LONG ARTICLE
›The world as a list of items‹: database dramaturgy in
low-tech theatre by Tim Etchells and De Tijd, with textual data by Etchells, Handke and Shakespeare.
Claire Swyzen, Vrije Universiteit Brussel

At first a technological instrument to manage data, the database has also become
an idea to manage the process of narration or meaning making in the age of
information. Taking up a suggestion by Lev Manovich, I will use the concept of
the database as a metaphorical tool to approach dramaturgies that are
insufficiently clarified by notions such as ›avant-garde‹, ›experimental‹,
›postdramatic‹... It shows, then, that Tim Etchells’ (UK) 'A Broadcast/Looping
Pieces' (2014) and 'Peter Handke en de wolf' (2005) and 'Elk wat wils. Iets van
Shakespeare' (2007) by De Tijd (B) perform a ›database‹ through text,
dramaturgy and performance, regardless of whether it has functioned as an
explicit source of inspiration. In all three cases, the starting point and the result
of the dramaturgical process are databases in a literal and/or metaphorical
sense. Moreover, what is performed, in two of the three cases, is a live navigation
through a text database, a ›database dramaturgy‹ in action.
***
»New media may look like media, but this is only the surface.«
(Lev Manovich, The Language of New Media)

A solo performance of a man shuffling filing cards, just him and a small table on stage. An
actor wearing a wolf’s head, repeatedly attempting to construct a narrative starting with »Once
upon a time...« Yet another ›Shakespeare‹, with a red curtain and actors in clattering harnesses.
What do these performances have to do with databases?
© 2015 etum
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Information and communication technologies (ICTs), the basis of today’s new media, have
so profoundly been grafted onto our lives and society that we tend to interiorize, in a way, their
principles and logic, also in offline time, space and experience. The Onlife Manifesto (Floridi 2014b)
commissioned by the European Union summarizes the impact of ICTs in such a way that it sounds
relevant for the private mind as well as for postdramatic theatre in the 21st century:
the blurring of the distinction between reality and virtuality; the blurring of the

distinction between human, machine and nature; the reversal from information scarcity

to information abundance; and the shift from the primacy of stand-alone things,

properties, and binary relations, to the primacy of interactions, processes and networks.
(Floridi 2014b)1

In 2001, Lev Manovich, in The Language of New Media observed that concepts from ICTs
migrate or »transcode« to other domains of life and society as models that help to grasp ourselves
as well as contemporary (and also historical) phenomena (Manovich 2001, 47).2 That transcoding
or »travelling« of concepts (cf. M. Bal’s Travelling Concepts 2002) related to the computer has attained
the scope of a »more general process of cultural reconceptualization« (Manovich 2001, 47). The
question driving this article is what such transcoded computer concepts could mean for performance
analysis. Could they reconceptualize the still dominant way of looking at theatre (including ›digital
performance‹) in dramatic terms (›character‹, ›conflict‹, etc.) or in their ›negative‹ postdramatic
counterparts (the absence of ›character‹, ›conflict‹ ...)?
In this article, I will focus on one such concept, the database, as a model to analyze
dramaturgies that are insufficiently clarified by standard dramatic categories and by notions such as
›avant-garde‹, ›experimental‹, ›postdramatic‹, ›fragmentary‹, ›non-linear‹ and so on. My point of
departure is Manovich’s suggestion that »a computer database becomes a new metaphor that we
use to conceptualize individual and collective cultural memory, a collection of documents or objects,
and other phenomena and experiences« (Manovich 2001, 214). At first a technological instrument
to manage data, the database has also become an idea, an image to manage the process of meaning
making in the age of information.
The kind of ›database‹ I would like to focus on is present in a covert way, as a model and
structure, a trace of information technology. I argue that this trace materializes through text and
speech in Tim Etchells’ A Broadcast/Looping Pieces (2014) and in Peter Handke en de wolf ([Peter Handke
and the Wolf]; 2005) and Elk wat wils. Iets van Shakespeare ([What You Will. Something of Shakespeare];
2007) by De Tijd, regardless of whether database has functioned as a conscious source of inspiration
for the artists in question.3 The performances have been organized dramaturgically as a (basic)
database during their creation/construction. This format is also present in the final productions as
an aesthetic form. What the audience witnesses — knowingly or unknowingly — is a selection of
blocks of text from a text database and their recombination into a structure somehow conveying
meaning, yet no dramatic meaning. What is performed, in other words, is the live creation of a
hypertext, the live navigation through a text database, a ›database dramaturgy‹ in action.
Nevertheless, the work of Etchells and Vandervost is not what one would associate with ›digital
performance‹. It is situated rather at the ›low-tech‹ and even ›lo-fi‹ end of the technological scale of
postdramatic theatre.4 Hamlet, in this article, will not be »on the holodeck«, so to speak, but will
be, simply, on the wooden deck of the stage (Murray 1997).
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The connecting potential of data

Though the three theatrical productions I discuss in detail all make use of at times very
different source materials, what they have in common is that the starting point and the result of the
dramaturgical process are textual databases in a metaphorical sense. In these theatre performances
text has a central place; drama, however, is absent. Hence, my notion of ›dramaturgy‹ is broader
than the common definition of ›writing plays‹. By dramaturgy, I mean the common structure, logic
and mode that drive the ›theatre text‹ as well as the performance; it is the principle guiding the
creative process of the performance as well as the performance itself.5
Is it legitimate to speak of ›database dramaturgies‹ when, after all, theatrical performances
or dramaturgies are not literally what computer science understands by a database? Computer
science defines the latter as a software-driven information technology that enables to store, order
and efficiently search and retrieve data (Bell et al. 2004, 57; Manovich 2001, 218; Paul 2007, 96).
What distinguishes a computer database from older information technologies such as the book
(Rhodes and Sawday 2000) is that it implies a disconnection of data from their medial context (the
materiality of its initial or future storage medium) and semantic context (other data). This is due to
the process of the digitalization of data, which consists of first breaking data up into smaller units
and then numericalizing the data in the form of binary code (Manovich 2001, 28). Isolated, the data
thus become ›open‹ to potential new connections (with other data and/or other contexts).
A database, in other words, creates a potential for the reorganization, recombination and
recontextualization of data, albeit within its systemic limits. The idea of the connecting potential of
isolated data is what makes it, as an image-idea, kin to dramaturgical practices that connect material
from various sources and of different types into new semantic and aesthetic contexts. Database,
then, may more broadly be rephrased as a structured collection of isolated items with a potential
for connection with other items and contexts.
The relational database — currently the dominant database model — is the product of yet
another disconnection, »a split between the physical storage of data in the computer and the
representation of that data« (Khoshafian paraphrased in Bowker 2005, 131). Though the data in the
underlying database are arranged in a certain form (namely records consisting of columns and rows),
what the user sees by way of the interface on the screen is an ad hoc form that relates and presents
data that are not related in the database itself: »at any point, the user of the system [can] specify a
set of relationships that it [is] interested in (e.g., leaf size and color) and produce a ›virtual‹ archive
that reflect[s] that set of relationships« (Bowker 2005, 131). The »virtual archive« is virtual because
of its ad hoc quality, but is nonetheless ›real‹ because it is what the user sees and has produced by
her query. The user’s query activates the connecting potential of the data in the database somewhat
like the artist’s line of approach turns a heterogeneous collection of (language) items into an aesthetic
object.6 The user’s perspective, here, is what may make the databases’ qualities of »random access
and freedom of choice« (Dalgaard 2007, 25) (connected to the query) more likely to be transcoded
to the arts and to culture at large than the qualities the database is generally associated with. As
Rune Dalgaard points out, Manovich downplays database’s characteristic of »highly structured data
and efficient mechanized data retrieval« (Dalgaard 2007, 25).
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The database: from ›data container‹ to ›memory practice‹

While the database is obviously related to ›new media‹ and the ›computer revolution‹ —
being a product of it, or, as some argue, having produced it (Campbell-Kelly paraphrased in Bowker
2005, 109) — historically, a database is »essentially a structured collection of data that stands in the
tradition of ›data containers‹« or older ›information technologies‹ such as the human brain as storage
medium in oral cultures, »a book, a library, an archive, or Wunderkammer,« (Paul 2007, 95) as well
as Camillo’s 16th century Memory Theatre (Matussek 2012), the encyclopedia or even the photo
album, each one »constitut[ing] a dataspace and information architecture of its own« (Paul 2007,
95). Some of these data containers can be considered as »database-like« forms (Manovich 2001,
220).
Seen from a cultural-historical perspective, and as a corollary to Dalgaard’s critique,
(relational) databases are relatively ›non-hierarchical‹ compared to other database models and to
other memory technologies like taxonomies (e.g., Linnaeus’ classification of plants) or narratives
(e.g., the classical Hollywood 3-act-structure) — the hierarchical structures of both examples give
human memory’s limited capacity something to hold on to (on Linnaeus’ taxonomy, see Bowker
2005, 129).7
With his reflections in The Language of New Media (2001) on database as a »cultural form«
Manovich (2001, 9) draws attention to the implications of a memory technology that seems to rely
to a radically larger extent on »exteriorized memory« (Stiegler 2010) than on human memory.
In disciplines as different as the history of science and psychology, scholars observe how the
computer and the database, as »dispositifs« (Bowker 2005, 24) and metaphors, have generated a
new set of practices and beliefs. What Geoffrey Bowker says for the sciences in Memory Practices in
the Sciences (2005), Lev Manovich for the visual arts in The Language of New Media (2001) and Douwe
Draaisma for human psychology in De Metaforenmachine ([Metaphor Machine], 1995; my translation
of the title from Dutch) is that the dominant memory technique or technology8 of an epoch — for
instance writing, print, the computer — determines the way humans conceive their own mind as
well as the world: »we use scientific representational forms to fashion our experience« (Bowker
2005, 5). One of such »memory practices,« as Bowker calls the »formal« and »social« aspects of
»committing to record,« has gained considerable influence (Bowker 2005, 7). Database has become
»a cultural form« in its own right, a »model of what the world is like« that differs from other models
such as »a literary or cinematic narrative, an architectural plan« (Manovich 2001, 219).
Database and narrative: »enemies«, »symbionts« or kins?

As Manovich is interested in what database means in the cultural context, it does not surprise
that he compares it to the historically so prominent cultural form of ›narrative‹:
As a cultural form, the database represents the world as a list of items, and it refuses to
order this list. In contrast, a narrative creates a cause-and-effect trajectory of seemingly

unordered items (events). Therefore, database and narrative are natural enemies.
Competing for the same territory of human culture, each claims an exclusive right to

make meaning out of the world. (Manovich 2001, 225)
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It certainly serves the narrative of his argument — as he seems to be aware of — to present
the complex relation between database and narrative rather »in dramatic terms« (Manovich 2001,
234).Yet, presenting this relation as a »dichotomy« (Dalgaard 2007, 26) is a simplification that asks
for the necessary differentiations, as Dalgaard, Hayles (2012) and others have pointed out and as is
evident from Manovich’s own diverging utterances in The Language of New Media (Weinbren 2007;
see for instance Manovich 2001, 216). Aligning database and narrative with »two fundamental parts
of computer software«, namely »data structures and algorithms,« Manovich foreshadows — rather
as an aside — Katherine Hayles’ (2012) critique by presenting them as »complementary« and having
a »symbiotic relationship« (Manovich 2001, 223): »Rather than being natural enemies, narrative
and database are more appropriately seen as natural symbionts. ... database can construct relational
juxtapositions but is helpless to interpret or explain them, it needs narrative to make its results
meaningful.« (Hayles 2012, 176; original emphasis)
Whether one uses the metaphor of symbionts or enemies, either way database and narrative
are considered as essentially distinct, rather as zeroes + ones, to say it with Sadie Plant (1997).9 While
Manovich treats them as two distinct ways on the same level as several other possible ways of
accessing data (Manovich 2001, 220), Hayles’ view seems to imply what Dalgaard’s critique makes
explicit: database and narrative are distinct, but because they operate on a different level, database
being »a metaform with respect to narratives and other forms of expression« (Dalgaard 2007, 2526).Yet, this does not exclude that, simultaneously, database, or rather database forms, can operate
on the level of narrative, as Manovich puts it implicitly: »In new media, the database supports a
variety of cultural forms that range from direct translation (i.e., a database stays a database) to a
form whose logic is the opposite of the logic of the material form itself — narrative« (Manovich
2001, 228). A recent realization by Manovich and his collaborators10 of such a database form or of
Database Aesthetics (Vesna 2007) is the interactive installation On Broadway (2014), a »project
propos[ing] a new visual metaphor for thinking about the city: a vertical stack of image and data
layers« running on an underlying database. Neither map nor merely statistics, On Broadway combines
more than ten different layers of several kinds of data — image, sound, statistics, spatial, textual
(tweets), ... — and looks and works like a database. It allows users to navigate through the material
and imaginary space of Broadway and engenders an experience of data that goes beyond their
factualness (Manovich 2015a; see also Manovich 2015b).11
The narrative-database continuum

Rather than seeing the database form and narrative form (when operating on the same level)
in terms of opposition, it seems more appropriate to regard them as two ends of one and the same
continuum. This is possible if one starts from a definition of narrative as broad as Manovich’s
definition of database given above (Manovich 2001, 218). Luc Herman and Bart Vervaeck (2005)
consider »a plot-driven narrative as the representation of meaningfully related events. Such a
representation can use any sign system« (Herman and Vervaeck 2005, 218). According to them, the
»meaningful connections« need not be causal, or even temporal, as most definitions minimally
require; the connections »might even be metaphorical, metonymical, or thematic, as long as the
reader considers them significant.« Such a definition of the »minimal story« (Herman and Bart Vervaeck
2005, 13; original emphasis)12 makes a continuum imaginable according to a diminishing or
increasing degree of connectivity of potentially narrative data. Database form and narrative, or
rather, plot, stand at the respective ends of this continuum.
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The degree of the data’s connectivity is closely tied to their degree of isolation and
›atomization‹. The continuum reflects one of the decisive aspects which make new (digital) media
›new‹ with regard to old and modern media: the »discretization« (Stiegler 2010, 70) or sampling
of analog data that goes hand in hand with their numericalization. Atomization or »discretization«
means »turn[ing] continuous data into discrete data [...]« (Manovich 2001, 28; original emphasis),
»the process whereby the currents and continuities shaping our lives become discrete elements,«
for instance »[w]riting, as the breaking into discrete elements of the flux of speech ...« (Stiegler
2010, 70).The database end of the continuum then constitutes ›discontinuous‹, minimally connected
(textual) data and the narrative end ›continuity‹ and tight, explicit meaningful connection.The more
the data stand alone, the more they are open to connection with other data and contexts. The more
the potentially narrative data are already connected with other data and contexts, the less they will
fit into new connections.
The drama-postdrama continuum

It is no coincidence that the plot-database continuum also visualizes a way of approaching the
pair drama-postdrama, not in terms of a dichotomy, as mostly happens, but in terms of a similar
continuum (Swyzen and Vanhoutte 2011, 6) along a varying degree and quality (cf. Herman and
Vervaeck’s list of possible meaningful relations) of (explicitness in) the connectivity of textual or
other semiotic elements.The plot-database and the drama-postdrama continua can also be redefined
in terms of the extent to which a semiotic structure renders samples transparent (plot, drama) or
opaque (database, postdrama).
Whereas ›purely‹ dramatic theatre is highly plot-driven (connected) and continuous,
postdramatic theatre tends to unsettle the necessity (e.g., causality) of pre-determined relations
between narrative (= here, dramatic) elements and/or theatrical conventions. This tendency to
loosen up connections deemed necessary by convention is articulated by Hans-Thies Lehmann in
his Postdramatisches Theater (1999) as a longing for a »theatrical realization of freedom – freedom
from subjection to hierarchies, freedom from the demand for coherency.« (Lehmann 2006, 83).
What Lehmann calls postdramatic theatre’s characteristic »Retreat of Synthesis« is obviously related
to the discretization of its dramatic and theatrical data, or with a cliché, its ›fragmented‹ form:
»Enclosed within postdramatic theatre is obviously the demand for an open and fragmenting
perception in place of a unifying and closed perception« (Lehmann 2006, 82).
Though I certainly do not posit that there is a direct causal relationship between the
generalization of »software culture« (Manovich 2013, 5) and the rise of postdramatic theatre, it is
striking that they share the practice of ›atomizing‹ or breaking up content into smaller units and
detaching them from or loosening the tie with their context. Among the effects of databases, the
»atomization of information« and »the dispersion of authorship« (Hayles 2012, 202) are found
equally problematic (albeit articulated differently) by advocates of dramatic theatre like Birgit Haas
(2007), who deplore the lack of synthesis and the absence of humanist narrative, of the human figure
on stage and of the author or playwright as originator of the theatrical event.
Modularity as dramaturgical principle

On a compositional level, discrete data, in new media, are clustered into modules, which are
combined with other modules and are »assembled into large-scale objects but continue to maintain
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their separate identities« (Manovich 2001, 30). A modular structure is typical of postdramatic collage
performances or other dramaturgical structures in which smaller semiotic units are combined and
of which the sequence and — to a certain extent — even the content is exchangeable without
disturbing the overall structure or through line. »Digital performance«, understood as live
performance that incorporates digital media (Dixon 2007), assembles modules of digital visual,
aural, choreographic and/or textual data in a live context, which can but must not include the live
presence of (human) actors. In »Modularity as a Guiding Principle of Theatrical Intermediality. MeDea-Ex: an Actual-Virtual Digital Theatre Project« (Shani 2006, 207) Hadassa Shani explicitly puts
forward ›modularity‹ as a dramaturgical principle (Shani 2006, 207). The material of the
performance (by programmer and artist Neora) she contributed to as a dramaturge consists of a
»network of hyperlinked modules ...« that »could be organized in a different order at each
performance depending on how the audience voted« (Shani 2006, 210).The audience, in part present
as avatars, in part live, was surrounded by a »3D universe projected onto [a] 360 degree
environment« (Shani 2006, 211). It could influence, in real time, the order and selection of modules
from a database of parallel texts or options, thus »entailing unfamiliar connections that were
themselves not constructed according to the building blocks of cause and effect ...« (Shani 2006,
220).
However, modularity and other typical features of the language of new media are also relevant
to approach contemporary performances that do not necessarily stage digital media. With their
special »Digital Dramaturgies« issue of Theater (2012), Jacob Gallagher-Ross and Miriam FeltonDansky wanted to »take into account the multiple layers of technology that surround overtly
mediated performance, as well as the unseen mediations we encounter in even the most traditional
productions today« (Gallagher-Ross and Felton-Dansky 2012, 2). One of the practices presented
in the special issue is that of Annie Dorsen’s self-labeled »algorithmic theatre« (2012). In Hello Hi
There (2010) Dorsen stages computers (chatbots) that generate a conversation (based on a
conversation between Chomsky and Foucault) according to algorithms or rules that enable them to
make numerous combinations of and variations on text, tone and rhythm in real time, drawing from
an underlying database of textual modules (sentences) (Dorsen 2012; Jucan 2014). Though the
application of the concepts of database, algorithm and modularity in her algorithmic performances
is not merely metaphorical, but material, Dorsen stresses that
[a]lgorithmic theatre shouldn’t be confused with multi-media performance; that is,
performance that includes previously recorded material, or makes use of video as décor

or alternate space of representation. Instead, algorithmic theatre is created by the

algorithms themselves, and is not particularly concerned with forms of representation,

no matter how newfangled those forms may be. Algorithms start with a data set, and
through a progression of specific transformations, they turn inputs into outputs. In this

way, given a relatively small number of rules, they can produce a wide variety of results.

(Dorsen 2012, 1)

In their working session on »Technology Performs: New Media Onstage and Off« at the 2014
conference of the American Society for Theatre Research (ASTR) Gallagher-Ross and Felton-Dansky
pursued their research into the relation between »new media, technology, and data on and offstage«.13 Among the possible topics they included »[t]he influence of digital-age technologies on
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works that do not overtly incorporate the apparatus of new media« (Felton-Dansky et al. 2014).
A case that would have met this description is theatre director Sanjin Muftic’s practice as
research into »Sampling Live Performance« (2013). Inspired by Mike Pearson’s idea of the actor as
a ›living archive‹, Muftic experimented with actors bringing »samples of live performance
(movement, speech acts, dialogue, physical actions)« from the repertoire they had played and that
was stored in their memory (Muftic 2013, 6).14 Muftic
developed an outline of the procedure and of this process [he ...] investigated a few

different approaches, varying the amount of selection and narrative control.

Experiments ranged from simply opening up a space for actors to ›sample‹ off of each

other with a simple starting point, to the other extreme of carefully selecting specific

samples in juxtaposition to one another with the aim of constructing a new
dramaturgical placement in space and time using only samples (Muftic 2013, 9).

The three cases mentioned above can all be described in terms of an underlying collection or
›database‹ of textual, verbal and visual ›samples‹ or ›modules‹ that are recombined according to
›algorithms‹ (rules or procedures), exploring their potential combinations. Dorsen’s chatbots in
Hello Hi There use a set of sentences they can combine and play variations on; Me-Dea-Ex relies on a
set of text variants (of Medea versions from the theatre repertoire, by different authors, or of chorus
texts, etc.); Muftic’s actors draw from their memory of a repertoire of texts and the way in which
they performed them in the past. In all cases the ›database‹ is navigated in real time in a hypertextual
manner — the chatbots resp. Me-Dea-Ex’s spectators select modules. Muftic’s actors select from
their memory and react to the selections of fellow actors — though the realtime navigation through
their verbal repertoire seems limited to rehearsals (after which the path through the database is
fixed for the performance).
›Database dramaturgy‹

I would like to take the reasoning of Felton-Dansky and Gallagher-Ross a step further by
understanding the ›influence‹ they write about as the metaphorical, mental influence and ›presence‹
of new media’s concepts in theatre. I propose to call productions like the ones already mentioned
and the ones still to be analyzed, examples of ›database dramaturgy‹, an intersection of ›database
aesthetics‹ and digital dramaturgies. As Christiane Paul (2007) observes, database aesthetics, »[i]n
discourse on digital art, … is frequently used to describe the aesthetic principles applied in imposing
the logic of the database to any type of information, filtering data collections, and visualizing data. In
that sense, database aesthetics often becomes a conceptual potential and cultural form« (Paul 95
2007; emphasis added). More than once, Paul mentions that database logic is often applied by artists
»to existing, often originally analogue information … to reveal relationships that remain unseen in
the original format« (Paul 2007, 101). I understand ›database dramaturgies,‹ then, as dramaturgies
that rely on an underlying database (literal or metaphorical) and produce a theatrical database form.
Dramaturgy here applies to the working process as well as to the principle of the live event as a final
(though always provisional) product.
But why not simply call it, for instance, ›collection dramaturgy‹, given that the ›database‹
may be digital as well as metaphorical? Why not recycle the theatrical form of the ›revue‹ as a
concept: »In dieser offenen Theaterform reiht man thematisch meist nur lose zusammenhängende
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Nummern [...] aneinander und verbindet sie durch die Ansage einses Conférenciers. Die Abfolge der
einzelnen Darbietungen bezeichnet man als Nummerndramaturgie« (Trilse-Finkelstein and Hammer
1995, 729; emphasis added; paraphrased in english: A revue being a sequential parade of loose
numbers, it warrants the German term of ›number dramaturgy‹). If one subtracts the overall satirical
tone from other definitions, then one keeps the revue's typical »episodic« structure, combining
»modules« of a wide variety of contents (Banham 1992, 823-24).
Precisely in the metaphor from the field of computer science lays the advantage of ›database
dramaturgy‹. It evokes associations with ›modularity‹, ›algorithm‹, ›sampling‹, ›data‹ and the
computer culture the arts are now embedded in. Referring to a type of structure and to the
operations that can be done on data — collect, store, manipulate, recombine, distribute — it is
more specific than the general term ›digital‹. These kinds of operations, moreover, are increasingly
at the core of postdramatic dramaturgy.
The shift from dramatic to postdramatic theatre is, in part, a shift from the authority of the
text (as drama), the author (as playwright), to the director or performer as an Auteur, or rather, a
data collector and processor. A typical working process of a postdramatic performance is to start
from a theme or a reference point (a seminal text, work of art, gesture ...), then collect ›material‹
related to it, store, select, sample (disconnect), manipulate, and recombine (reconnect) it into either
a fixed text, a score or a trimmed down ›database‹ that serves as the repertoire from which the
performance draws in real time. Even a valid enough term like ›hypertext dramaturgy‹, while having
the advantage of being more technical, does not bring with it the connotation of a shift, in theatre
and the (performing) arts and in culture in general, from authorship and the idea of originality to
›data management‹ and the — deliberately provocatively articulated — idea of a so-called
»uncreative writing« or creation with found materials (Goldsmith 2011). The label I propose
foregrounds the underlying database (logic), digital or metaphorical, and the potential of its realtime navigation during the performance. Like »database aesthetics,« ›database dramaturgy‹
»suggest[s] the possibilities of tracing process« (Paul 2007, 98-99).
How then can A Broadcast/Looping Pieces, Peter Handke and theWolf and WhatYouWill. Something
of Shakespeare be considered as ›database dramaturgies‹? What does it add qualitatively to our
understanding of these performances to analyze them in a language referring to »the computer’s
ontology, epistemology, and pragmatics« (Manovich 2001, 47) or simply »in terms that the computer
can understand« (Hayles 2012, 176).
A live broadcast of samples from media society

Until the year 2000, writer, performer, and visual artist Tim Etchells, better known as the
artistic director and founding member of the UK-based performance group Forced Entertainment,
used paper notebooks to collect material for potential use in a novel, a performance or a work of
art. In the year we expected a millennium bug, Etchells switched from paper to computer to make
his notes. Some fifteen years later, the Word file he created back then and used for the creation of A
Broadcast/Looping Pieces contains about 255 pages or 100.000 words described by the author as »an
accumulation of writing, or observation, or bits pulled out of newspapers, or fiction, or stuff that
I’ve come across online or overheard; all kinds of language fragments,« (Horvat 2014, 6) which he
completes, in another interview, with »notes or fragments towards things, bits of movies that I might
have seen, bits of dialogue, bits of conversation, invented things, ideas ...«. (Etchells 2014h)
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Sometimes it’s whole paragraphs or longer chunks; more often, it’s single phrases or

words or sentences. Sometimes you couldn’t call it writing, it’s more an act of
collecting; I’ve picked something up somewhere in the form of language and simply

stuck it in a scrapbook; an accumulating collection of raw materials — a bit like one’s

memory. In that context it was interesting to think about a project that could somehow

start sampling that material. (Horvath 2014, 6)

If A Broadcast is representative of the Word file, then the latter, to a large extent, must be a
database of samples from or mimicries of the language of film, television and the press, of media
society in general. Considering himself »a collector of language ...« (Etchells 2014d), Etchells
isolates ›data‹ from their context, well aware, as the title of his performance indicates, of the »wider
media-scape« of the data and of his own position in it as a media consumer, observer and creator
(Giesekam 2007, 117):
We’ve talked a lot about growing up in a house with the TV always on in the corner of

the room. ... Our immediate landscape is what we can see out the window. But we

have so many other landscapes. So where does our visual image bank locate itself? The
space that we really live in is a kind of _electronically mediated_ one. And it feels like
one’s landscape — the source of one’s images, the things that haunt you — are likely

to be second, third, fourth-hand. (Etchells in Giesekam 2007, 117; emphasis added)

The solo performance A Broadcast/Looping Pieces arose from the »initial decision to treat the
Word file ... as a resource ...« (Horvath 2014, 6). From the entire file Etchells selected »large
chunks«, that he printed and then »edited ... — selecting stuff« that he thought might be »useful
for the performance« (Etchells 2014g). In other words, from a linear collection of textual data he
selected samples, which he edited and recombined into a new collection of samples. He did not
connect the text ›chunks‹ so as to create a narrative, but structured them rather like a database he
could navigate, during the preparation of the performance and the performance itself.
The samples were clustered into modules and each of the modules was printed on a separate
page, so the potential »modularity«15 (Manovich 2001, 30) of his digital notebook materialized: the
papers could be shuffled into any order — at least, as soon as a material hindrance was cleared away.
The initial A4-pages, containing »too much info on each page, and physically unwieldy ...« were
replaced by filing cards on which Etchells glued the cut out text — literally (Etchells 2014g). What
might seem a detail here is in fact quite symbolical. From the computer’s memory, Etchells’ samples
were transcoded to the paper filing cards which themselves, in the history of computing, had initially
migrated into the computer environment as icons of filing cards in the interfaces of digital filing
systems and software.16 Indeed, as Etchells said, the cards are »an accumulating collection of raw
materials — a bit like one’s memory« (Horvath 2014, 6). As an isolated module, the file cards
containing textual data became ›objects‹ in the performance: they could be manipulated, read from
and put back on the table. (On text as object in performance, see Geerts 2011)
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Fig. 1. Cards A Broadcast/Looping Pieces © Tim Etchells

For the following performances of A Broadcast/Looping Pieces Etchells further structured his
data, arranging the text into three groups of cards which correspond to the three non-narrative
sections of the performance, »the sections being divided by two longer narrative chunks ...« (Etchells
2014g). Most of the cards contain lists of variants, sets of shifting sounds, linguistic patterns and
semantics, like this card from section A:17
The kind of arguments or conversations that happen in strange parts of the house.

There are laws of nature but not laws of happiness
He only wants to go and see the film if it has evil people in it.

Does it have evil ones? He asks. Does it have evil ones?
You mean me? I’m dead already. I’m just taking time.
I’m just making time.

Worse people. Worse machines. Worse wars. Worse weather.
An unidentifiable shape in an indescribable colour.

An object that is mainly holes.
Practise the worst.

The end of the world.

Preparing. Rehearsing. Preparing. Repairing. Repeating.
(Etchells 2014a, 10-11)
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Etchells’ performance is a partly improvisational navigation from card to card, from module
to module:
Whilst the material in sections A, B and C always stays in its relevant sections, and

whilst I’ve made or arrived at some relatively limited decisions concerning what to

start and end these sections with, there is nonetheless a variable aspect to the structure
and content of each performance in that I make different choices of which lines in the
text to concentrate on, assemble fragments in different sequences and with different

energy and sometimes either find ›new‹ things to work with and/or skip lines that I

›usually‹ make use of. (Etchells 2014g)

The »new media principles« of »modularity« and »variability«(Manovich 2001, 27-45) shape
the present and future of the performance, since Etchells intends to »add or even replace some of
the cards« (Etchells 2014g) — »[i]t is always possible to add a new element to the list — all you
have to is to open a file and add a new line ...« (Manovich 2001, 220). This is possible thanks to A
Broadcast/Looping Pieces’ paratactic dramaturgy – parataxis being a mode of connecting elements in
a non-hierarchical way, so they are structurally equally important: A and B and C; instead of A because
B, if C (Van Gorp et al. 1991, 294; Lehmann 1999, 146-49).
Two noticeably longer blocks of text, however, interrupt the discontinuous dramaturgy of
the filing cards. Their nature is narrative — they are about an »imaginary movie« which seems to
promise everything the language on the cards does not, or from a mainstream entertainment point
of view, everything the language samples ›fail‹ to do (Etchells 2014g). Apart from having two
characters (a good one and a potentially bad one), there is potential drama and action (a wounded
character seemingly fleeing), a setting and a situation creating suspense (night, fog, a suicide bridge,
blood) and a genre suggesting movement, events and/or mental change (the road genre). However,
this attempt at a linear connection and evolution of events (i.e., of potentially narrative data) ends
in thick fog — it fails or refuses to be what is generally expected to be a narrative. In Etchells’
(Etchells 2014d) words, »it’s both a narrative and a critique of narrative«. But combined with
speaking the modular collection of cards and their lists of narrative data, it becomes much more
than that. Tim Etchells performs what Manovich calls »two competing imaginations, two basic
creative impulses, two essential responses to the world« (Manovich 2001, 233), the »narrative
imagination« and the »database imagination« (Manovich 2001, 239). Theoretically, Manovich’s idea
of the two imaginations is founded on Roland Barthes’ semiological interpretation of de Saussure’s
conception of language according to two axes: the ›syntagmatic‹ and the ›paradigmatic‹. The first is
the combinatorial principle of language: signs are sequentially arranged and logically connected.
The syntagm corresponds with the horizontality of logical development; it corresponds with the
narrative imagination. In the paradigm, as in the database, items exist simultaneously and are not
connected as in a chain of events, but rather piled up, vertically, in sets of variants, as in the
conjugation of verbs, a set of synonyms, of rhyming words or semantically related concepts. The
paradigm underpins the logic of database — or older database-like cultural forms such as the
encyclopedia.
The relationship of Etchells’ cards, then, to the imaginary movie story, as well as the
interrelationship of the cards and the elements in their supplementary ›paradigms‹, illustrate how
database forms and narrative forms indeed compete and complete each other, but also how they
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are related. After all, the samples from the cards leave the impression of potential narratives and do
communicate some kind of content, though not necessarily according to a causal logic.

Fig. 2. Etchells’ desktop © Tim Etchells

For Tim Etchells, the database was not explicitly a point of departure, but he did talk about
the collaborations that directly inspired him using terms from the same semantic field, such as
»sampling«, »algorithm«, »a field of data« and »data mining« and he treated his Word file like a
database by searching and tagging words or phrases (Etchells 2014d, Etchells 2014g). Etchells’
formal experimentation with language in the performance itself evidently links up with earlier work
of Forced Entertainment: »it’s ... a miniature of the compositional process that goes on in many of
the shows because you’re always dealing with the idea of material that can be put into different
sequences« and to which »you can add more things« (Etchells 2014h). In particular, the earlier
shows with Forced Entertainment clearly reflect Etchells’ obsession with lists, catalogues and
indexes, an obsession which materializes again in his use of the filing cards in his recent solo
performance (Etchells 1999, 98). Emanuelle Enchanted (1992), Speak Bitterness (1994), Quizoola!
(1996) and And on the Thousandth Night (2000) are catalogues of news topics, testimonies, questions,
resp. potential narratives. The form of A Broadcast/Looping Pieces also resembles the »live-edit« or
»poetic cut-up« form of these and other performances (Etchells 2014g).Without Etchells using the
words themselves, the concepts of modularity, discretization, connection of (potentially narrative)
data and basic data processing seem somehow to resonate in what he explains about his formal
approach of language in A Broadcast/Looping Pieces: »I’m interested that when isolated from context
things take on new possible meaning and that original meaning, or aspects of meaning can become
clear. Also, in new context fragments can combine with other materials to make new meanings«
(Etchells 2014g). Asked whether he now tends to ›update‹ the terms he uses when talking about
issues related to lists or catalogues, he confirms: »I can definitely feel ›database‹ appearing more
often in my language« (Etchells 2014g).
›the world as a list of items‹

Database was not an explicit source of inspiration in the performances of De Tijd that I will
discuss next and in which I was involved as the company's dramaturge. Still, I consider them as
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database dramaturgies, mainly because the texts used in the performances were ›created‹ by first
constructing a metaphorical, partly digital database and because the performances adopt a database
form.
The language ›database‹, so to speak, chosen by artistic director and performer Lucas
Vandervost of the Belgian theatre company De Tijd for Peter Handke en de wolf (2005) consists of two
published notebooks from Peter Handke. Tending to push genres and their conventions to their
limits, the Austrian writer is probably best known in the field of theatre for his anti-play
Publikumsbeschimpfung [›Offending the Audience‹] (1966). The two volumes of TheWeight of theWorld
([1977] 1984), »[a] combination of professional notebook and personal diary ...«, started as a
collection of observations that Handke jotted down only if he deemed them functional for a future
play or novel (Handke [1977] 1984, front flap). After a while, however, he became aware that what
would not be functional in such a narrative or dramatic framework, was nevertheless still worth
writing down. From then on, he explains,
I practiced in immediately reacting with language to everything that approached me,
and I discovered that, in the instant of perception, for the exact duration of time leap,
the language, too, started to live and it became conveyable; a moment later, it would

again have become the language heard daily, turned meaningless by its familiarity, the

helpless ›you-know-what-I-mean‹-language of the communication era. A time leap long,
the vocabulary that passed through me day and night became concrete. In this ›instant

of language‹, anything I perceived seemed to be set free of any private quality and

seemed to have become general. (Handke [1977] 1978, 6; my translation)18

In this sense, Handke concludes, TheWeight of theWorld is a »report« (Handke [1977] 1984, 6;
my translation). The second notebook we used, Die Geschichte des Bleistifts [The History of the Pencil,
Handke [1982] 1984; this work was not published in English ] is more contemplative and the ›diary‹
entries are longer. Both books consist of hundreds of pages of observed or imagined scenes, minidialogues and monologues, descriptions and ruminations which are generally a few lines long,
sometimes half a page or more. Even though Handke’s modules may share themes, they do not
connect causally to form a narrative:
...

Sometimes I have no other thought than a pattern (a carpet pattern, for instance)

dancing before my eyes

The pathetic cry of a child in a distant corner — she has to go so badly. The Satanic
impulse not to answer but to wait and see what will happen

A neighbor received frequent visits from friends who announced their presence with

an auto horn that imitated the mooing of a cow. One day my neighbor’s child died, and

that afternoon his friends came to pay a condolence call. As usual, they announced
themselves with the cow horn, but blew it more softly
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Hatred of people who bed their sunglasses in their hair
...

(Handke [1982] 1984, 12)

As was the case with A Broadcast/Looping pieces, the ›original‹ material of Peter Handke en de
wolf was not conceived to be either performed nor to be published. The dramaturgical procedure
was very similar: by selecting (isolating) and recombining (parts of) loose writer’s notes, a new
collection of loose notes was created.19 For the selection, Vandervost applied a procedure that he
had started using in previous productions. Put in terms of the manipulation of data, the performers
(as well as Vandervost and I) were to make individual selections of words, lines or entire entries
according to personal preferences and specific tasks. In a certain sense, we ›searched‹ the paper
database (Handke’s books) for specific types of ›data‹, filtered by our personality. The performers
were also asked to assemble their own monologue by connecting modules from their personal
selection.
The ›collected‹ data, then, were structured as follows: besides each actor knowing by heart
his/her own monologue, there was a communal ›database‹ of types of modules, or ›paradigms‹.
They resulted from the task-oriented selections: among others, anecdotes/potential narratives
starting with ›Once, ...‹; potential dialogue phrases; and potential characters. To this Vandervost
added Schubert songs, treating the lyrics — though they were sung live by the actors — as integrated
blocks of text instead of as musical intermezzi. The entire cast knew all these modules by heart and
could use them during the performance, though there were some rules to respect regarding the
sequence of certain modules and who could initiate them. Between the fixed opening and closing
songs, it was up to the performers to decide in real time when they would bring their short
monologue and when they would intervene with shorter blocks from the communal database. They
had to manage the modular dramaturgy in real time. Leaving out or changing the order of modules
that did not have a fixed place would not fundamentally change the performance. Like Etchells’
performance, every evening resulted in a different, non-digital ›hypertext‹, »a system of ›linked‹
textual units of varying size and kind, often computer-based, permitting the author and reader to
traverse the linked units without regard to their serial structure« (Herman, Jahn, and Ryan 2005,
108). The possibility of a different ›path‹ of navigation through the blocks of text reflects the
modularity of Handke’s notebooks. Like A Broadcast/Looping Pieces, Peter Handke and the Wolf is a
dramaturgy with variables in real time.
But what about the wolf? A bit ironically, we described the show as a »revue in minor«, because
the paratactic dramaturgy of a revue presents a series of theatrical modules, non-dramatic scenes
that are all equally important (De Tijd 2005a). In one such unit, constructed as a paradigm, the
twelve members of the cast, aligned downstage behind their microphones, enumerated potential
characters: »the woman who, when she is naked, moves as if in uniform«, »the man who, by thinking
too much about death, became totally numb«, »a pretty woman who is clumsy«, »the man who sees
an electrocardiogram even in his handwriting«, »the man who wants to be without baggage« and so
on (De Tijd 2005b, my translation).
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Fig. 3. Peter Handke en de wolf, De Tijd - © Patrick De Spiegelaere

In this ›scene‹, the sequence of speech is fixed from left to right, whereas in a subsequent
scene, the actors, bringing a ›paradigm‹ of anecdotes starting with ›Once, ...‹, recite their texts in
the order they choose to. They must ›feel‹ what the right moment is for them to intervene. (Hence,
I would not call it ›at random‹, since they consciously choose their moment to speak). The wolf,
however, is the wolf of »Once upon a time, ...« who desperately longs for a well-defined narrative
— a syntagm. In the end, he tries to construct one by citing from memory and combining bits and
pieces of what he heard the other performers say. In doing so, he mirrors the spectators’ attempts
to discern a narrative line in this non-dramatic though theatrical collection of Handke-data. The
result of his attempt at narrativizing, of course, is a failed narrative, funny and sad at once, a grotesque
cadavre exquis highlighting that disparate data have artificially been brought together. If there is a
narrative that is told, a syntagm, shared by Peter Handke en de wolf and A Broadcast/ Looping Pieces,
then it is the story of a story that does not, that cannot get told. Both reflect the non-narrative
structure of the writer’s notebooks on which they are based: collections of potentially narrative
data.
Shakespeare as a Chinese menu

The textual data of the last performance I will discuss in detail is of a very different nature.
It consists of narrative data that have been connected, as the general opinion about this acclaimed
oeuvre would have it, to their full narrative (dramatic) potential: the dramatic oeuvre of Shakespeare.
WhatYouWill. Something of Shakespeare (2007) contains a great deal of plot-oriented and in that sense
›narrative‹ writing. But Shakespeare’s dramatic oeuvre (and two of his dramatic poems) were first
treated as data and then turned into a subjective database of Shakespeare-quotes using the same method
of selection as for Peter Handke and the wolf.The large cast,Vandervost and I, again made our individual
selection of words, sentences or somewhat larger excerpts according to personal preferences and
specific tasks.
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An important principle of What You Will. Something of Shakespeare (2007) was not to make a
best-of; therefore entire scenes were not supposed to be selected. A list of typical categories or
patterns recurring in Shakespeare’s plays functioned as a search tool. The list contained formal
categories (monologues, dialogues, prologues and epilogues), narrative elements (e.g. diegetic
speeches, narrator-characters), typical scenes (e.g. identification, reunion, the trap) and typical
characters (the fool, the misogynist, the superior/inferior ...) as well as textual references
highlighting the constructedness of drama or of theatrical mechanisms. Selection, in other words,
meant isolating Shakespeare-data from their narrative-dramaturgical context: dedramatizing
Shakespeare and liberating his language from the hinges of plots and hence from the harness of causal
logic, psychology and perhaps morals and ideology. In this way, a dramatic (and in that sense
›narrative‹) oeuvre of plots and tightly (causally) connected narrative data was turned into a database
of potentially narrative elements with the same importance.

Fig. 4. Boxes Elk wat wils. Iets van Shakespeare, De Tijd © Willy Wtterwulghe

Initially, the selections were printed and put into similarly labeled cardboard boxes on the
table in the rehearsal space. However, contrary to Peter Handke en de wolf, the scale of the selection
made the computer an indispensable instrument to process and structure the different selection
rounds. The collected fragments made for a Word file of about a thousand pages that would serve as
the material for the creation of a new ›Shakespeare text‹.20 Only in the middle of this whole
dramaturgical process did it occur to me that what we had been doing was creating a ›database‹,
even if an artisanal one (in the very beginning it included the physical cutting and pasting of paper
fragments).
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Besides the assembling of a database,Vandervost’s dramaturgical decision to make the selected
fragments unrecognizable again recalls data processing. He wanted to avoid that performers, in
subsequent selection rounds would still associate the modules with their original context. So, we
coded the ›Shakespeare-data‹ by numericalizing them and thus turned a selection from the oeuvre
of Shakespeare (a Word file of 175 pages) into a menu of 925 numbered blocks of text, which
Vandervost called the »Chinese menu« due to the similarity with the numbered menu of a Chinese
restaurant (Vandervost 2014). With a performance of two hours in mind, the Chinese menu was
reduced in further selection rounds.
Navigating through this database and creating a hypertext, however, was this time limited to
rehearsals, to dramaturgy as creation process. Vandervost feared that the Shakespeare-quotes, even
when isolated from their dramaturgical context, would still conjure a before and an after. »The
performers would be too much tempted to connect them, in real time,« in a causal or explicitly
thematic way (Vandervost 2014). The final and fixed scenario had a slight narrative quality to it (the
theme shifting from political war to war of the sexes, over love and death and back), but first and
foremost, it was explicitly a ›something‹ of disparate Shakespeare-items — and of Beatles songs,
sung live, but treated as textual modules of that other most canonical of British collected works.
The paratactic aesthetics of WhatYouWill. Something of Shakespeare were also visualized in the costumes,
each of them a metaphorical cut-and-paste of costume samples that one would associate with
(clichéd) representations of ›Shakespeare‹. Nearly the whole cast wore parts of a harness; nobody
seemed much more important or different than anybody else in this modular dramaturgy of
Shakespeare bits and pieces.

Fig. 5. Elk wat wils. Iets van Shakespeare, De Tijd © Willy Wtterwulghe

It is in the formal approach of Shakespeare’s dramatic plots that lies the fundamental difference
of Vandervost’s Shakespeare cut-up and other contemporary adaptations or appropriations of
›Shakespeare‹, that is, not only of the playwright’s work, but perhaps even more: what ›Shakespeare‹
stands for. Most of them generally approach one or more of Shakespeare’s plays or his complete
dramatic works thematically by summarizing plots and/or putting forward alternative interpretations
(appropriations). From the Reduced Shakespeare Company’s The CompleteWorks ofWilliam Shakespeare
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(abridged) (1987) over Luk Perceval and Tom Lanoye’s Ten Oorlog (1997; translated in German as
Schlachten!) to Ivo Van Hove’s Kings of War (2015) and Forced Entertainment’s Complete Works: Table
Top Shakespeare (2015), all summarize one or more of Shakespeare’s plays by paraphrasing and/or
cutting and pasting. Even if the theatrical style of these adaptations may be as different in style as
night and day, they all adhere to the teleology of dramatic plot, and plot implies rational
understanding (since it is a causal construction). Especially Luk Perceval and Ivo Van Hove’s
»theatrical language stays firmly-rooted in drama« (Van den Dries 2011, 126). By contrast, Hamletadaptations such as Heiner Müller’s Die Hamletmaschine (1977) or Annie Dorsen’s algorithmic A Piece
ofWork (2013) as it were ›atomize‹ Shakespeare’s language.21 Jan Decorte’s groundbreaking staging
of De Hamletmachine (1981) emphasized the »fragment principle« of Müller’s texts »in which the
classical dramatic closure explodes into the fragment and the dramatic character shatters into mask
and persona.The materiality of the text is sucked into this ›crumbling‹ movement ...« (Van den Dries
2011, 126; my translation and emphasis). The atomizing effect of Dorsen’s, Decorte/Müller’s and
Vandervost’s dramaturgical approaches create a database effect and an experience of language’s
materiality that completes and undermines a primarily rational understanding of language.
Symptoms of ›software culture‹

What has the transcoding of the concept of database contributed, on a micro level, to the
analysis of specific ›postdramatic‹ performances? What can the introduction of the term ›database
dramaturgy‹, on a meso level, contribute to performance theory in general and, on a macro level,
to the way we envisage its relation to broader cultural tendencies?
With dramaturgical composition in theatre and general cultural shifts in mind, I redefined
database as a structured collection of isolated items with a potential for connection with other items
and contexts. ›Database dramaturgy‹, then, I understand as the combination of an underlying literal
or metaphorical database with a visible database form. The term addresses the processual aspect of
the dramaturgical creation previous to the performance as well as of the performance itself.
The construction of a textual database as working material in Tim Etchells’ A Broadcast/Looping
Pieces (2014) and Lucas Vandervost/De Tijd’s Peter Handke and the Wolf (2005) and What You Will.
Something of Shakespeare (2007) consisted of, first, discretizing data and disconnecting them from
their medial and semantic contexts, thus reopening their potential to connect with new (other) data
and contexts.
As collections of barely connected language samples and observations, Etchells’ and Handke’s
writer’s notebooks already embodied new media’s principle of modularity. By contrast, the starting
point of WhatYouWill. Something of Shakespeare was the highly narrativized (drama being understood
as one of many forms of narrative) oeuvre of Shakespeare, which was first parsed (by means of a
specific procedure of selection) so as to be able to start with a collection of blocks of text as loosely
connected as the writer’s notes. Though the ›original‹ textual material — i.e., from which the
database was put together — of A Broadcast/Looping Pieces and the Handke show is of a fundamentally
different genre than the Shakespeare performance, all three performances have gone through the
dramaturgical phase of constructing a textual database to work with and of applying database as an
aesthetic principle.
The isolated textual data were then clustered into paradigmatic sets or modules, resulting in
a modular, hypertextual dramaturgy.Whereas in the Shakespeare adaptation the modular dramaturgy
was fixed, in Etchells’ solo and in the Handke adaptation the connection of potentially narrative
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(dramatic) data was delayed until the moment of performance: then, a textual database was navigated
in real time, introducing variability on a textual and performance level. In all three cases, a majority
of (relatively) non-narrative textual modules or blocks of text and a minority of clearly narrative
blocks of text pass in review, as it were, against the background of the unspoken question of how
we make sense of an abundance of language data.
The three case studies led me to the question how ›database dramaturgy‹ may generate new
insights for performance theory and for the way we envisage the field’s relation to more general
shifts on the level of culture. Database dramaturgy as a model opens up a more productive view on
the evolution of theatre of the last four decades than the model of the dichotomy of dramatic ›vs.‹
postdramatic theatre. From the point of view of the artist, the critic and the spectator, the dichotomy
can be redefined as a continuum along a varying degree of connectivity among potentially narrative
(here specifically: dramatic) data. Postdramatic theatre loosens up the ties between what according
to dramatic and or theatrical convention was deemed necessarily connected. Postdramatic theatre,
as database dramaturgy, thus opens up other possible ways of experiencing language than along the
teleology of (dramatic) plot.
From the perspective of modes of meaning-making, the drama-postdrama continuum ties up
with a broader cultural shift, posited by Manovich, from narrative modes of making sense of data
and the world to a primacy of database models of constructing and passing on information. Referring
to Fredric Jameson’s theory on paradigm ›shifts‹ rather than ›breaks‹, Manovich suggests that culture
has again shifted towards database or paradigmatic forms and that narrative or syntagmatic cultural
forms have moved to the background (without for that matter disappearing). In the narrative forms,
»the database of choices from which narrative is constructed (the paradigm) is implicit; while the
actual narrative (the syntagm) is explicit.« But computer culture turns this around, so »elements in
the paradigmatic dimension« are no longer »related in absentia«, but »in praesentia ... Database (the
paradigm) is given material existence, while narrative (the syntagm) is dematerialised« (Manovich
2001, 230-31; original emphasis) — which is exactly what the discussed performances of Etchells
and Vandervost and many other postdramatic performances and choreographies do.
More than ten years after the publication of the Language of New Media, Manovich no longer
draws from the field of language (the two linguistic axes of paradigm and syntax) to make his point
clear. Pursuing his idea, in Software Takes Command (2013), that concepts related to the computer are
being transcoded into culture at large, he now expresses his idea on the foregrounding of database
forms and the »softwarization« of culture in terms of ... performance (Manovich 2013, 5). By stating
that the use of software has entailed a shift »[F]rom documents to performances« he extrapolates
the evolution software has gone through on a technical level to the macro level of culture:
... consider the modern ›atom‹ of cultural creation, transmission, and memory: a

›document‹, i.e. some content stored in a physical form, that is delivered to consumers

via physical copies (books, films, audio record), or electronic transmission (television).

In software culture, we no longer have ›document‹, ›works‹, ›messages‹ or ›recordings‹

in the twentieth-century terms. Instead of fixed documents that could be analyzed by

examining their structure and content ... we now interact with dynamic ›software
performances‹. I use the word ›performance‹ because what we are experiencing is

constructed by software in real time. So whether we are exploring a dynamic website,
playing a video game, or using an app on a mobile phone to locate particular places or
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friends nearby, we are engaging not with pre-defined static documents but with the

dynamic outputs of a real-time computation happening on our device and/or the server.
(Manovich 2013, 33-34; emphasis added)

Similarly, Etchells’ and Vandervost’s theatrical performances are not only navigations through
a database, but (except for the Shakespeare remix) they also perform how the database as a
paradigmatic cultural form relates to ›traditional‹ linear (dramatic) narrative as an important
syntagmatic form. In other words, we see meaning in the making, mostly according to database
logic, sometimes according to the logic of narrative. Database dramaturgy is a metonymy of the
tension between paradigmatic and syntagmatic modes of meaning making in the age of information.
The term ›database dramaturgy‹ is not only an image-idea for a compositional practice and theatre
aesthetics. It evokes some of the major shifts summarized by The Onlife Manifesto (2014): it plays off
the condition of »information abundance«, »the blurring of the distinction between human, machine
and nature« in the mixed use of human memory and exteriorized memory, and »the shift from the
primacy of stand-alone things, properties, and binary relations, to the primacy of interactions,
processes and networks«.
My point, as should be clear by now, is not that Etchells, Vandervost and other creators of
theatrical performances that I call ›database dramaturgies‹ intended them to have a database effect.
My point is that they have this effect. Perhaps more important is that looking at this kind of
performances through the lens of database evokes a »database imaginary« (Dietz 2007), that reminds
us of theatre’s technological condition and of the »softwarization of culture« (Manovich 2013, 5) it
takes part in, even metaphorically. The database imaginary in theatre refers to the use of computers
and software in its making or the application of that same logic and its procedures on older media;
to the atomization of language; to the mimicking of structures and mechanisms of the computer by
means of the traditional media of theatre. Thus, the spatial and temporal navigations through a
database of textual data, stored either on paper filing cards or in human brains, sounds much like an
act of what Marjorie Perloff calls »moving information«, »the act of pushing language around as well
as the act of being emotionally moved by that process« (Perloff qtd. in Goldsmith 2011, 1; original
emphasis).
The research conducted for this article is part of the Interuniversity Attraction Poles
Programme financed by the Belgian government (BELSPO IAP7/01).
Endnotes

1

2

The Onlife Manifesto is the publication resulting from »the Onlife Initiative,« a one-year project funded by
the European Commission to study »the impact of information and communication technologies (ICTs)
on the human condition« in order to »to rethink […] the philosophy on which policies are built in a
hyperconnected world« (Floridi 2014a).
»In computing, to ›transcode‹ refers to the conversion of data from one (digital) format into another.«
Applying his theory to his own discourse, Manovich uses ›transcoding‹ in a metaphorical way as well: »The
computerization of culture gradually accomplishes similar transcoding in relation to all cultural categories
and concepts. That is, cultural categories and concepts are substituted, on the level of meaning and/or
language, by new ones that derive from the computer's ontology, epistemology, and pragmatics« (Manovich
2001, 47).
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3

De Tijd (The Times; 1987-2016) is a major Belgian Dutch-speaking theatre company that emerged during
the ›Flemish Wave‹ of postdramatic theatre in Flanders in the 1980s. Led by performer and director Lucas
Vandervost, it is known for the artisanship of its actors and for its sophisticated dramaturgy of canonical
drama texts as well as contemporary texts from other genres. I was the company's dramaturge from 1998
to 2010. De Tijd and actors it has worked with received several prizes. http://www.detijd.be/cgibin/tijd_frame.cgi?1,1,algemeen/archief.html (Accessed September 15 2015).

Despite diverging themes and styles, Etchells' A Broadcast/Looping Pieces and Vandervost's theatrical
performances share low-tech or even ›lo-fi‹ aesthetics. This is not to say that they do not use computercontrolled sound or lighting systems other contemporary companies use. Both theatre directors' choice to
stress and show the materiality or use of (older) technologies, (theatrical) techniques and materials calls
forth associations with the musical genre called ›lo-fi‹ (low-fidelity). Lo-fi music embraces old recording
technologies, new, easily accessible low-cost recording technologies, as well as recording environments
that refill the ›transparent‹ sound of high-tech studio recordings with the ›noise‹ of contingencies — having
the effect that one witnesses the artistic process in real time (Kromhout 2012). I would define theatre that
tends to render old and modern (as opposed to new) media on stage opaque — be it spotlights, filing
cards, standing microphones, musical instruments, human bodies ... — as ›lo-fi theatre‹.

4

5

6

7

8

I prefer to use the more general and genre-neutral term ›theatre text‹ (translated literally from the Dutch
›theatertekst‹) to designate textual material written for or used in the theatre, but not necessarily pertaining
to the dramatic genre, nor necessarily having the form of a play.

Thanks to Dr. Patrick Allo of the Oxford Internet Institute for the inspiring talk and for pointing out that
the interaction with a database can be seen as a series of questions and answers.

Technically, among the different kinds of databases, the relational one is currently the dominant database
model. When Manovich describes »database logic« as non-hierarchical and modular, lending »every item
[...] the same significance as any other« (Manovich 2001, 218), this is not correct on the micro scale of
technicality, but on a macro scale it is relative. The relational database is less hierarchically structured than
the older ›hierarchical‹ or tree model, but less flexible than ›object-oriented‹ databases (Bowker 2005,
131; Hayles 2012, 176).
Stiegler (2010) makes a distinction between memory technique and technology.

9

10
11

12
13
14

Perhaps this is not surprising since Manovich and Hayles both base their definition of narrative on
structuralist narratology and structuralism tends to structure insights in dual terms, but then this is also a
risk of cognitive and representational modes modeled after the binary digital system. Hayles (2012) uses
the word »opposite« more than once when she discusses the relation between database and narrative.
Manovich created On Broadway with D. Goddemeyer, M. Stefaner and D. Baur.

The installation was commissioned by the New York Public Library for its 2014 exhibition »The Public
Eye: 175 of Sharing Photography« and on view until January 3, 2016.
In »minimal story«, story is used as a synonym of narrative (Herman and Vervaeck 2005, 13).

The ASTR working session was co-convened by Lindsay Brandon Hunter and Linzi Juliano.

Concerning the idea of the body as ›living archive‹, see also choreographer Meg Stuart’s Hunter (2014).
Accessed September 15 2015. http://www.damagedgoods.be/EN/hunter.
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15

16

17

18

19

20

21

Manovich (2001) considers modularity as one of the »five principles of new media«: »a new media object
has the same modular structure throughout ... These elements are assembled into large-scale objects but
continue to maintain their separate identities. The objects themselves can be combined into even larger
objects — again, without losing their independence. ... Because all elements are stored independently,
they can be modified at any time ...« (Manovich 2001, 30).

»The original 1970s paradigm of the Graphical User Interface (GUI) emulated familiar physical interfaces
— a file cabinet, a desk, a trash can, a control panel« (Manovich 2001, 213).

Though I could not reconstruct the very fonts Etchells used on his cards, I do replicate their alternation to
indicate the different fragments on the card.

The English translation (1984) of Handke’s Das Gewicht derWelt (1977) does not contain the two-page preface
by the author that the Dutch translation, De last van de wereld (1978), contains.

In the case of A Broadcast/ Looping Pieces the author selected from his own notebook, whereas in the case of
De Tijd another party made the selection. However, this difference seems of minor importance, since
Etchells inevitably switches between the functions of author, dramaturge, performer and director.

The cardboard boxes were no longer used but stayed on the rehearsal table as a memento after their mental
role in structuring the selections had been played out.

In A Piece ofWork (2013) »[n]ew scenes, songs, scores and visuals emerge from an intricate and ingeniously
programmed web of technology that uses Shakespeare’s original text as data« (Dorsen 2014).
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